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 Finally, we’re back! A theme that embodied

this year wholly. Caritas Don Bosco School’s
face-to-face Intramural games were put on

hold for the past two years as the country

weathered the storms of the COVID-19

pandemic. This year, however, all the

Physical Education (PE) teachers from the

Grade School to High School Department

organized the much-awaited One-day

Intramural of CDBS.

 

 Out of the five sports featured, three are

done in the campus field, including matches

for baton relay, frisbee, and soccer. While the

volleyball games were done in the Cimatti

Dome, the basketball sessions were held in

the gymnasium. All done within the same

day.

 Per tradition, learners were divided

according to their team colors. In this case,

JHS players wore blue, red, or gray

depending on what team their class was on.

For the SHS players, grade 11 wore blue

while grade 12 wore red. PE faculty members

facilitated all of the games with the help of

volunteer learners from the SHS department.

 Grade 10 learner Denmark Palma

participated in a Basketball game. When

asked what he most looked forward to when

he decided to join the intramurals, Denmark

said, “I looked forward to seeing the learners

happily gathered together in one area. In

addition, as a Basketball player, I also looked

forward to all the games to be competitive

and at the same time enjoyable.” 

F2F Intramural Resumes
after a Two-year Hiatus
by Ada Martinez 
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JHS Frisbee Girls Red vs. Blue

Photo courtesy of B-Click
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 Grade 7 learner Xavierra Ardi Guzman also participated in the new and unique Frisbee game.

Although she loves the competition of intramurals, Xavierra also mentioned another important

aspect of intramural sports: “I was most excited to get to know more people and experience

teamwork and collaboration with them.” Luckily, intramurals provided just that. Xavierra’s favorite

part of intramural games so far has been the new connections she has made with her AM and PM

classmates while also getting to spend time with her friends. 

 As the year comes to a close, Caritas Bosconians are thankful for the new friends and

opportunities the organizers of this event have provided. ODL learners who were not able to join the

F2F intramurals were also given a special online activity administered by the SDC team. 

 Caritas Don Bosco School hoped that such events allow wholesome games/sports and to develop

21st-century skills that they missed during the strict time of the pandemic period and attempt to help

promote wellbeing to release academic stress through meaningful activities that will connect

learners  and teachers. The said event is an experience that is highly recommended to anyone

considering it. Make sure to look out for announcements about sign-ups next year! 

JHS Volleyball Boys Red vs Gray 

Photo Courtesy of B-Click
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CDBS Welcomes Families
During the Parent and Child
Encounter
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by Gabrielle Dondoy

 All activities took place in the beautiful and

homey campus of Caritas Don Bosco School.

The event, organized by the Religious &

Family Ministry and Student Development

Center, with the assistance of CDBS

teachers, SCG Sisters, and the PTC,

achieved its goal of bringing parents,

guardians, and their children together.

 Various school facilities were open for the

enjoyment of Bosconian families. The gym

was available, which allowed loved ones to

spend time and bond through sports. The

school chapel was also open for them to pray

to God as a family. Furthermore, the families

participated in fun-loving and heartfelt

activities such as making boards filled with

their thoughts, messages, and prayers on the

empowerment board and prayer wall.

Together, they discovered love languages

and career interests.

 Caritas Don Bosco School has a heart for

bringing families together. Last September

10 and October 15, 2022, the two batches of

families that attended the Parent and Child

Encounter experienced a warm and loving

welcome from the school staff. 

 The Parent and Child Encounter was an

event for Bosconian families who wanted to

get to know each other and spend time with

their loved ones. They got to participate in

simple yet fun activities prepared by the

school that gave them a chance to bond,

connect, and strengthen their relationships

with one another.

Photo Courtesy of CDBS' Official Facebook Page
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Both batches enjoyed and cherished the moments and memories they made in the Parent and

Child Encounter. 

 Most families didn't get the chance to connect despite being together for two years during the

pandemic. The Parent and Child Encounter was an opportunity for families to reflect and focus

on spending time with each other. Leewan Ruazol, an attendee from the first batch, enjoyed all

the prepared activities. The Ruazol family is one of the families that got to partake in the

different games and bonding experiences. Many Bosconian families felt the same. The Parent

and Child Encounter helped them seal and close the distance that grew between them.

Through these events, Caritas Don Bosco School has touched the hearts of many families and

will continue to do so.
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Parents and Bosconians bonding through arts and crafts
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Bosconians Buckle up as MathSciYa 2022 Launches

  In celebration of Mathematics and Science

month, the high school department of Caritas

Don Bosco School formally launched the

MathSciYa event last September 5, 2022. It

followed the theme "Unraveling the Hidden

Stories of the Universe."

  The month-long celebration was introduced

through a miniseries named "Eternal

AstroJerson," which starred Sir Jerson

Lagatuz and Tr. Shayne Bicomong. It was

produced by various teachers from the Math

and Science departments. Aside from the

miniseries, multiple events were commenced,

such as the trivia questions, digital poster

making, the MathSciYa Olympiad, and the

Clash of Clones.

  The said activities were held on different

days in September and October. The

MathSciYa Olympiad and digital poster-

making were held on September 16, 2022,

simultaneously. 

 Meanwhile, the Clash of Clones was

conducted on October 10, 2022, along with

the announcement of winners and the

closing ceremony. Due to the COVID-19

pandemic's restrictions, all events were done

virtually via Zoom. Despite only celebrating

online, high school learners still excelled in

their performances and outputs.

  "I was delighted with the outcome of the

event. Though I did not win any medals, I

found my creativity flourish around my

friends. From the costume to speaking

German, I alone couldn't have thought of

those," shared Jin Salvador, a participant in

the Clash of Clones event.

  "Overall, this year's MathSciYa was lit. My

fellow Bosconians have shown their talents

and their potential," said Keith Arconado

from 12 Simplicity.   "As a participant in Clash

of Clones, the experience was tiring—

by Irina De Guzman 

Clash of Clones HS Participants
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Participants of MathSciYa Olympiad (Grade 11)
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—yet I was able to enjoy creating the content,

and I am very happy that we (participants)

were able to entertain the audience," he

added.

  Aside from the event participants, Sophia

Mendoza, a spectator from 11 Obedience,

mentioned, "The MathSciYa month was very

fun and interesting for me, even though the

event was held online. I was able to enjoy the

activities, especially the clash of clones

because I was able to discover and see the

talents of my fellow Bosonians. It showed the

efforts of everyone and was a great stress

reliever. I hope that there will be another

event like it in the future." 

   Through the collective efforts of the learners

and teachers alike, MathSciYa 2022 was

properly carried out, leading to a successful

event. While this year’s celebration was short-

lived, the organizers made sure Caritas

Bosconians have something to look forward

to for the next school year, as a sneak peek

of the MathSciYa 2023 was revealed

moments before the occasion was formally

concluded. 

Digital poster entry by Aaliyah Cortez (8 -
Valsalice)

Digital poster entry by a participant from
10 - Miyazaki
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  September 5 marks the beginning of

National Teachers’ Month in the Philippines.

It is a month-long period of gratitude and

appreciation for teachers’ efforts in providing

quality education to learners all over the

country. National Teachers’ Month ends on

October 5, the official World Teachers’ Day

celebration. However, CDBS’s Gratitude Day

celebration fell earlier, on October 3, 2022.

The SSL Representatives from the Junior

and Senior High School Departments led the

afternoon celebration. Teachers were invited

to the unified Zoom meeting under the guise

of this school year’s MathSciYa celebration.

Little did the teachers know, they were going

to be the main characters of the program. 

  Hosted by Grade 12 learners Cassy

Mosqueda, Khen De Vera, and Philip

Quijano, the program took the form of a

popular awards night show with a

presentation filled with nostalgic 90s

elements. Throughout the entire celebration,

the hosts kept everyone in check and

ensured a fun-filled program. 

  Before the Gratitude Day celebration

officially began, Grade 11 SSL

Representative Davy Sambile led the

opening prayer. Afterward, the stars of the

show were finally introduced. One by one,

the teachers, staff, and sisters received

cheers from both the hosts and the learners. 

As the celebration was held after class

sessions, the learners' and teachers’ energy

was low. The SSL Representatives, however,

came prepared. Two icebreakers, namely

Guess the Teacher and Guess the 90s Song,

were facilitated by the hosts to keep the

learners and teachers in a lively mood.

However, if you think the crowd’s mood

couldn’t get any higher after the icebreakers,

the intermission number from Spicy Hot Curry

brought more excitement to the table.

Together with Sir Karlo Calabano as their

vocalist, they performed covers of two classic

OPM songs, Awit ng Kabataan and Magasin. 

     And finally, the most awaited moment of

the celebration, the awarding ceremony.

Treated like celebrities, each one of the

beloved educators received personalized

awards for their most defining traits. Because

of the learners' creativity in coming up with the

teachers, staff, and sisters’ traits, the

audience was able to see awards like Tr. Ira’s
“Most Heartwarming Smile Award” and Sir

KB’s “Most Visits in Baguio Award.” Awards

that recognize the teachers’ most iconic lines

were also part of the ceremony, like Sir

Vince’s “Kidding Aside Mga Anak… Icon

Award.” Seeing the teachers react to their

personalized awards added to the fun and

excitement of the ceremony.

 

  Aside from the student leaders who

organized the celebration, other learners—

by Sofia Espiritu 

Caritas Bosconians Celebrate 

WORLD GRATITUDE DAY
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 Learners of Caritas Don Bosco School

participated in the Living Rosary activity last

October 26 which was held at the school’s
gymnasium. The said event was facilitated by

the Campus Ministry office headed by Sr.

Leowela M. Sagun, SCG, and all the CLVE

teachers. 

 The activity started with the traditional

manner of praying the rosary and the

members of Voces Inspirare sang multiple

religious songs throughout the celebration.

Concerning the school's rules to maintain

proper physical distance, only two volunteers

from each section were asked to join in the

school’s gymnasium while the other learners

watched it live via Zoom inside their

respective classrooms.

 This year’s Family Living Rosary concluded

with a prayer for the nation, the world, and the

oppressed. The CDBS community has been

urged to pray the rosary by numerous revered

popes, saints, and Christian authorities. They

claim it is a mighty prayer that can connect us

more deeply with God, transform lives,

strengthen families, bring about world peace,

and help entire nations. 

—also had the chance to express their

gratitude to the teachers, staff, and sisters.

Before the celebration, a Padlet link was

released for the learners to leave messages

of thanks to their beloved educators. A few

chosen learners also presented a video

expressing their appreciation for the efforts of

the educators and staff to ensure quality

education and a safe environment for

everybody in the CDBS community.

   As the program came to an end, SSL

Chairman Drew Astorga said his final remarks

to the learners and teachers. This was

followed by the closing prayer, led by Grade 7

SSL Representative Gian Tandoc. The

celebration ended at around 3:40 in the

afternoon. As tiring as it was, the educators

and staff were truly happy and grateful for the

collective efforts of the student body. Despite

another online celebration this school year,

the HS learners were still able to express their

deepest gratitude to the educators and staff

without fail. An event like this once a year

would not be enough to thank the educators

and staff for their years of hard work, but it

does not have to be Gratitude Day for

everyone to show teachers the appreciation

they deserve.
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CDBS Holds Family
Living Rosary by Luke Lazo 
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THE END OFTHE END OF
COVID-19?COVID-19?

by Kristofer Roman Villanueva

  The COVID-19 pandemic has drastically

shaped the lives of everyone, including us. At

this point, we likely know at least a few

people who have caught this disease and

suffered from it. Learners had to endure two

years of synchronous-asynchronous learning

because of the continuous community

quarantines imposed for everyone’s safety.

Filipinos have seen the Philippines’ many

struggles to effectively combat its adverse

effects on the people: frequent community

lockdowns, corruption in government

agencies, high unemployment rates,

ineffective Blended Learning and Online

Distance Learning setups, and vaccine

wastage, among others. 

  But, the light at the end of this tunnel seems

to be getting nearer and nearer. New

government policies and case count rates

seem to reinforce this trend. First, the number

of these infections in the Philippines has

noticeably dropped from hundreds of

thousands of active cases during the

previous waves last 2021 and early 2022 to

only around twenty thousand currently.

Second, President Bongbong Marcos

recently mandated that wearing face masks

will be optional except inside medical

facilities, vehicles, and public transportation.

Lastly, face-to-face classes are back for this
Image by Bloomberg from SeongJoon
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academic year, and Vice President Sara

Duterte-Carpio is even pushing for complete

on-site learning as soon as possible, ideally

by November 2, 2022.

  As for the CDBS community, life is indeed

starting to go back to normal. The school

started implementing Hybrid and “Hy-flex”

(hybrid-flexible) classes last July 26, 2022.

This combines in-person meetings from

Tuesday to Thursday with Zoom sessions

every Monday and Friday. Last October 27

and 28 was the return of face-to-face

Intramurals after having none during our

purely-online academic years. Other

traditional school activities, such as the Living

Rosary, are also returning. 

 However, we continue to face many

problems in moving forward from the

pandemic’s far-reaching impact on our

society. There are still reports of new variants

emerging worldwide, such as the BQ.1 and

BQ.1.1 Omicron subvariants in the USA. And,

with the Christmas season in full swing by

December, it should be evident that we must

remain vigilant and compliant with basic

safety protocols to prevent another massive

infection wave, as seen last January 2021.

Suppose we become careless and

complacent when it comes to our current

situation. In that case, we may see alert

levels rising nationwide, and all our

achievements in moving toward the “new

normal” will face significant setbacks. In the

worst-case scenario, we will endure

lockdowns again and temporarily stop face-

to-face classes.
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  Keeping these in mind, vaccination is one of the best defenses against COVID-19.

According to ABS-CBN’s nationwide vaccination tracker, the government is close to

meeting its target of fully vaccinating the people. According to the most recent records from

October 16, 2022, 93.98% of the targeted 78,100,578 complete vaccinations (73,397,437

Filipinos) have already met this objective. However, there are still noticeable cases of

vaccine wastage, as noted by Senator Risa Hontiveros last August 15, 2022. According to

Senator Risa, the Philippines has wasted 20.7 million COVID-19 vaccines as of that time,

amounting to approximately PHP 10.33 billion. To solve this, the government must make

further efforts to improve the distribution and administration of doses, and we need to

encourage more people to get inoculated. 

  Furthermore, we need to continue observing established safety protocols to protect

everyone around us from disease as best we can. We must continue washing our hands

often, wear face masks whenever possible, and maintain physical distance from others in

public areas. We should also always remember to test ourselves through clinical PCR tests

or rapid test kits if we are feeling any symptoms of COVID-19, especially fever, colds,

continuous coughing, lack of smell or taste, and difficulty breathing. Only by taking these

steps to protect our community can we stop another wave of infections from happening and

undoubtedly move forward from this global emergency.

  Overall, COVID-19 is far from over. We will continue to face it today and soon, we have to

grow from this to create a new normal where everyone is wiser, more resilient, and more

helpful to one another. Only by getting vaccinated and consistently following established

health guidelines can we keep the gains we have made this year in recovering from this

pandemic. We need to stay safe not only for ourselves but also for others. The worst may

have come to pass, but it does not give anyone a free pass for complacency.

Image by the World Health Organization 
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 “At last I have time to have time” is a quote from an Italian journalist and author, Tiazano

Terzani, from his travelog, “A fortune teller told me ''. For a month, the journalist spent his

day-to-day life living only with his dog and having nobody to talk to. From the word

‘Recluse’, and the ‘recludere’ in Latin which means ‘Sequester’, there has always been a

somewhat negative connotation to having to recluse yourself from others. They are often

described to be selfish or inconvenient. Being an introvert myself, I, more or less have

gone through numerous occasions of people having to note as to why am I locking myself

up in my room all the time. Because sure enough, I understand that even for others

besides myself, temporarily reclusing yourself is a way for us to have a better sense of our

lives and a way for us to be comfortable with ourselves. Some also might say that people

who do this are running away from their problems and are stubborn. But as time

progresses, some people including myself are now leaning into how personal solitude can

benefit one’s mental health. That is if it is done by choice.  

 However, you cannot simply live in solitude and completely forget your life outside of it. It

is very important to balance yourself between having to temporarily recluse yourself with

the world and always having to come back.  
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UNDERSTANDINGUNDERSTANDING
AN INTROVERT'SAN INTROVERT'S

WAY OF LIFEWAY OF LIFE  
by Michael Aero Lijauco
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We have to always remember that we

have a life outside of this and some people

value us and are waiting for us to come

back. And there might be times in your life

when you will have no one else but

yourself. This might pose a great deal to

your mental health if you do not handle this

situation properly and this is why we have

to get used to and enjoy our own company.

It is not only a way for us to be comfortable

with being alone if the need arises, but it is

also a way for us to get to know ourselves

better and build a better relationship with

ourselves from there. Your sense of self is

somewhat overlooked when talking about

values one might possess. It is not nearly

as collectively appreciated and desired as

honesty or integrity but its importance is

just as equal to it. Temporary reclusing—

—yourself blooms that sense of self within

you. By temporarily putting ourselves away

from our society and our environment, we

can have a clearer and wider picture of

things such as being aware of the things in

our environment that affect our mental

health and our behavior, or who are the

people that we need to approach or remove

in our lives. 

 Reclusion is a way of life and is a process

of how others interact with the world. Others

need to back away from things for some

time to clear their minds and prioritize what

needs to be prioritized, but they do not forget

the people that they left to achieve this. They

always come back. They want to come back

to the life that they left behind being clear-

minded   and   more   aware   of   the  things 

Image by pch.vector on

Freepik

Illustration by Louise Velasco
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around them. It is not selfish, nor is it inconvenient. It is a journey that they willingly took to

learn more about other things that they, otherwise, could not learn because of all of the

things that hinder them from doing so. Rest assured, they always come back learning a

thing or two from their “travels”. 

PRESSUREPRESSURE
LIKE ALIKE A
DRIP DRIPDRIP DRIP
DRIPDRIP
by Trisha Rein Coronado

 Through the Hybrid and Hyflex Learning

Modality, Caritas Don Bosco School (CDBS)

continues to offer a wide array of

extracurricular activities for Caritas

Bosconians to choose from, including music,

dance, robotics, language, journalism, and

sports. One may just be a hobby, while

another could be a future career path. Each

Bosconian is also a member of the Salesian

Youth Movement (SYM), where the

community teaches them to serve God by

doing ordinary things extraordinarily well. 

 Two years of Online Distance Learning (ODL)

has not made the transition to face-to-face

(F2F) classes any easier. Caritas Bosconians

face a dilemma in balancing school and

personal life. It leaves all of us wondering: Are

extracurricular activities simply an extra weight

in an already filled scale of responsibilities?

Are they truly needed in Hybrid and Hyflex

Learning Modality?

 Extra-curricular activities are on-hand

opportunities to improve a set of skills that will

be beneficial now and in the future, with

interests and professions in mind. Regardless

of any differences in schedules, student

organizations should still be available to

provide Caritas Bosconians with a platform to

excel. Becoming part of a student organization

is a choice. As such the school—
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SYM as CDBS’ collection of school clubs is also a means for learners to casually discuss

social issues and learn about the merit of service towards others, and for God. Although

mandatory, the implementation of SYM should be adjusted to learners’ needs and requests

to ensure that Caritas Bosconians get to learn and bond in clubs without feeling pressured.

 Extra responsibilities as they are can help learners connect amidst new learning

modalities. F2F classes paired with after-class grinding of school work, and extra-curricular

activities are sure to lead to exhaustion. However, hard work poured into recording a song

for the Voces Inspirare or writing an article for the ECHOES is never in vain, for it is

evidence of a team’s combined effort and the knowledge retained from overcoming these

obstacles is a milestone worthy of celebration.

 

 Taking up extra-curricular activities will always urge one to go out of their comfort zone.

However, doing so will serve as a head start for the future by developing skills, practicing

applied knowledge, and connecting with peers. Urging more Caritas Bosconians to join

these activities would mean taking into account learners’ workload and their mental health.

Even small actions such as coordinating the timing of quizzes and performance-based

tasks can encourage learners to participate more. Extra-curricular activities are for learners

and they do not exist simply to be an extra burden, they must also be gratifying and

worthwhile.

Illustration by Alynna Almarinez —should urge more

learners to take on the

challenge by reviewing

learners’ schedules and

workload, while also

keeping an eye out for

their mental health. 

 Practical application of

what is learned in class

and in-depth values

integration comes along

with extra-curricular

activities.
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 According to Department of Education Order No. 34 in the 2022 series, all public schools

in the Philippines must transition to five days of face-to-face instruction by November 2,

2022. Vice President and Secretary of the Department of Education (DepEd) Sara Z.

Duterte noted that schools must be prepared for in-person instruction, to reach a goal of

100% attendance by November. 

 However, Duterte has also noted that private schools nationwide are allowed to adopt a

blended learning modality for their school calendar as part of preventive and precautionary

measures against the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 The month of November has started, and a week has gone by since the full roll-out of face-

to-face learning instruction began in public schools across the country. The Department of

Education said that 97.5 percent of public schools nationwide continue to enforce and obey

this order. 

 Shall the full implementation of face-to-face learning modality be obeyed or disobeyed?

While there has been an initial urge to disobey this order among some parents and the

public on the full implementation of the face-to-face learning modality, there are still positive

takeaways from this setup.

 For instance, the Department of Education made an official statement on October 17,

2022, stating that: “DepEd maintains its confidence in the benefits of holding in-person

classes to promote academic development and the overall mental health and well-being of

our learners.”
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DOH Maria Rosario Vergerie,

an image from GMA Network

 On the other hand, The Department of

Health’s (DOH) Officer-in-charge Maria

Rosario Vergerie sent out a statement as

well after being asked about DepEd’s
plans of full in-person instruction: “The

DOH still supports the face-to-face classes

of the Department of Education even with

the new entry of variants and increase in

cases.” However, it was later announced

that the DOH promotes the importance of

keeping careful safeguarding around

learners attending classes in person.

These include continuous surveillance and

monitoring in schools and vaccination

against the virus. 

 Both statements highlight the need to

promote a return to in-person learning

activities  amidst   the  COVID-19  outbreak

in the country.   

Image of Lakandula Elementary

School from Rappler
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The importance of face-to-face interaction in education is critical. Online distance learning

is not as accessible in public schools nationwide, and many teachers and learners were

affected by the loss of in-person instruction. Delaying the full face-to-face setup may cause

insufferable consequences to learners and future generations. Therefore, learners returning

to a full face-to-face setup can ensure their mental health and thorough collaboration

between learners and teachers.

 

 Although, in preparation for the eventual reopening of schools, extensive planning on the

prevention of the COVID-19 virus  must be guaranteed to prevent schools from becoming  

 the epicenter of re-emerging cases in the country. The public must be ensured by the

government that schools are well-prepared in instances where a learner or teacher has

caught the virus. Despite DOH’s statement, it is unclear to say if schools across the country

are ready during the COVID-19 pandemic, as full in-person classes have just begun.

Otherwise, this implementation is an opportunity that could pave the way for a more

engaging learning experience for all learners. It is also essential for the progression of

education in the Philippines; thus the order declared by the Department of Education

should be obeyed for the nation to thrive in its educational journey.
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